We use the other´s gaze direction to identify her/his object of interest and to shift our attention to 22 the same object, i.e. to establish joint attention. However, gaze direction may not be sufficient to 23 unambiguously identify the object of interest as the other´s gaze may hit more than one object. In 24 this case, the observer must use a priori information to disambiguate the object choice. Using 25 fMRI, we suggest that the disambiguation is based on a 3-component network. A first component, 26 the well-known 'gaze following patch' in the posterior STS is activated by gaze following per se.
Introduction
We follow the gaze of others to objects of her/his attention and to shift our attention to the same BOLD data from the contextual gaze following experiment, we calculated the BOLD contrast 140 between trials from both ambiguous conditions vs. the unambiguous condition. This contrast was 141 significant (p <= 0.001, cluster size >= 6 voxel) for a region in the inferior prefrontal cortex (Fig. 3,   142 bottom) whose group level maxima were found in slightly different locations in the two 143 hemispheres, namely at x, y, z = -39, 11, 29 in the left and x, y, z = 48, 20, 23 in the right hemisphere 144 (blue spheres), corresponding to the most lateral part of left BA 8 and the upper right BA 44. In 15 145 8 subjects we could delineate individual contrast locations that complied with the criterion of a 146 significant activation of at least six adjacent voxel at a threshold of p = 0.05 (white spheres ibid., 147 SD of individual locations: right x, y, z = 5, 6, 6; left x, y, z = 5, 8, 6). The individual locations 148 scattered around BA 44, BA 8 and BA 9 and henceforth we will refer to this region as the inferior 149 frontal junction (IFJ). In the absence of a priori expectations based on previous studies we did not 150 exclude individual locations that did not match the proximity criterion. 151 Weaker, albeit still significant inf/uninf > ua contrasts were also found in the medial part of left 152 BA 8 at x, y, z = -3, 11, 50, bilaterally in BA 6 at x, y, z = -21, -4, 50 and x, y, z = 24, -1, 50 and at 153 x, y, z = 36, 8, 47 (right hemisphere) not far from the IFJ (cf. Supplementary material Tab. 1). 154 Reversing the contrast, i.e. ua > inf/uninf, we observed bihemispheric significance within BA 13 155 (insula), BA 40, within the cingulate cortex (BA 24 and 31) and within BA 7 (all p = 0.001, and a 156 minimum of 6 adjacent voxel, cf. Supplementary material Tab. 1). All regions mentioned in the 157 preceding paragraph, even though lighting up in the contrast at the given significance level, did not 158 significantly differentiate between conditions in the following examination of the time courses of 159 the BOLD signals.
160
Time course of BOLD signals. Successful gaze following in the contextual gaze following task 161 requires the preceding resolution of the object choice ambiguity. The fact that the IFJ exhibited a 162 significant influence of ambiguity suggests that it might play a role in resolving it. In this case, the 163 influence should be apparent well before the onset of gaze following. In order to test this prediction, 164 we examined the temporal development of BOLD responses associated with the three conditions 165 (unambiguous, ambiguous-informative, ambiguous-uninformative) in the IFJ and the other major 166 task-related areas, the GFP and the hLIP. To this end we determined the individual time courses of 167 the BOLD signal within sphere-shaped ROIs. Whenever the localizer experiment had pinpointed 168 9 significant individual contrast hot spots, spheres with a radius of 5 mm were centered at the hot 169 spot coordinates. If this was not the case, instead spheres with a radius of 10 mm, centered at the 170 group level location of the respective contrast were deployed. Fig. 4 depicts the baseline corrected 171 time courses of the BOLD signals averaged across participants, separately for the three conditions 172 and the six ROIs. For all ROIs we found a clear modulation of the BOLD signal by the sequence 173 of trial events with significant activity also in later phases of a trial, independent of condition, with 174 one qualification: the signal evoked in unambiguous trials in the IFJ was weak at best and confined 175 to a short period following the presentation of the cue. On the other hand, in the other two 176 conditions the signal elicited by the cue was not only much stronger but also much more sustained.
177
As anticipated by the activation maps resulting from experiment 1, the hLIP region showed the 178 overall strongest BOLD signals while those in the GFP and the IFJ were on a lower level. The time 179 course of the BOLD signal in the GFP and the hLIP showed structural similarities. An initial drop 180 after 5 s was followed by two peaks, one after 10 s and another after 15 s (IPS)/16.5 s (GFP). We 181 assume that the first peak is related to the onset of the cue and the second to the go-signal. The
182
BOLD signal in the IFJ exhibited a qualitatively different shape: the signal appeared to rise in 183 response to the cue (clearly only for the two ambiguous conditions) but there was no second peak 184 in relation to the go-signal. To test for significant differences between conditions we performed a 185 permutation test at each time point (FDR corrected). This test yielded significant differences 186 between the unambiguous and the ambiguous-uninformative condition between 14 s and 17 s in 10 Also, the other areas mentioned in the preceding section on task-related brain areas exhibited 193 BOLD signals that showed a modulation by the sequence of task events. Yet, these profiles did not 194 distinguish between conditions. 196 This study confirms our previous finding that the GFP in the pSTS plays a major role in processing 197 information on the others' gaze in order to establish joint attention. The present work shows that 198 this role is confined to extracting information on gaze direction. No matter if one or more potential 199 target objects are hit by the gaze vector, the BOLD activity in the GFP is the same. The need to 200 differentiate between objects in case more than one is lying on the gaze vector recruits additional 201 areas that exhibit differential activity. One of these areas, the hLIP in the parietal lobe is also 202 activated in the more traditional, restricted gaze following paradigms, in which the gaze hits one 203 object only. hLIP is necessary for the control of spatial attention 14 . Work on monkey area LIP, 204 arguably homologous to hLIP, has suggested that this area constitutes a priority or saliency map The BOLD signal evoked by gaze following in the hLIP was overall much stronger than in the 221 GFP. Moreover, unlike the GFP signal, it exhibited a clear dependence on the condition. Higher an attempt to resolve the ambiguity. Although we found no difference in the number of exploratory 229 saccades after the go signal across conditions, we cannot rule out that participants covertly shifted 230 attention between targets in ambiguous trials more than in the other trials and that this might have 231 led to the observed increased activity in the area hLIP. However, a more parsimonious explanation 232 could be that the hLIP constitutes a neural substrate for making decisions under uncertainty 233 independent of the attentional load as suggested by several studies such as 22 .
195

Discussion
234
A qualitatively similar dependency on condition also characterized BOLD activity in a region we 235 identified as IFJ based on its location in the frontal lobe at the junction between premotor cortex 236 (BA 6), BA 44 and BA 8. The condition dependency of the IFJ signal is most probably a 237 consequence of the need to shift attention between the two object categories, houses and hands.
238
This interpretation draws on an MEG-fMRI study carried out by Baldauf and Desimone that 239 demanded the allocation of attention to distinct classes of visual objects such as faces and spatial 240 13 scenes 23 . Depending on the object of attention, gamma band activity in the IFJ was synchronized 241 either with the fusiform face area (FFA) or the parahippocampal place area (PPA).
242
Hence, the IFJ seems to play a role in allocating attention between objects or object categories and 243 shifting between items. Related work on the putative monkey homologue of human IFJ, the ventral 244 pre-arcuate (VPA), suggests that object representations become highlighted by a match of object 245 templates in VPA and vision-based object representations in inferotemporal cortex 24 . Arguably, 246 the need to choose an object in the ambiguous conditions in our experiment requires a deeper 247 scrutiny of the object options in order to find the match with the object template. This increased 248 effort may be the cause of the stronger IFJ BOLD signal associated with the ambiguous conditions.
249
Within this framework, IFJ can be assumed to highlight specific object representations in 250 inferotemporal cortex. If this was true, information needed by the hLIP to disambiguate the object 251 choice for gaze following would have to be tapped from inferotemporal cortex rather from the IFJ.
252
In sum, our results suggest a fronto-temporo-parietal network for gaze following and the allocation 253 of joint attention underlying the disambiguation of object choices if more than one object is met by 254 the other´s gaze vector. Information on the direction of the other´s gaze is provided by the GFP, 255 information that allows the hLIP to highlight the spatial positions of all objects lying on the gaze 256 vector. Object-based attention, guided by the IFJ, highlights a relevant object category. The 257 intersection between the two will substantially reduce the possible choices, in most cases singling 258 out just one object that then will become the target of the observer´s gaze following response, 259 elicited by the hLIP. Task and procedure 271 The study was conducted in three sessions across separate days. On day 1, we instructed Behavioral session. After participants had been familiarized with the tasks, they were head-fixed 277 using a chinrest and a strap to fix the forehead to the rest. Subjects were facing towards a 278 frontoparallel screen (resolution = 1280 × 1024 pixels, 60 Hz) (distance to eyes ≈ 600 mm). Eye 279 tracking data were recorded while participants had to complete 80 trials of the localizer paradigm 280 and 72 trials of contextual gaze following.
281
Localizer task. We resorted to the same paradigm used in 11 , to localize the gaze following network 282 and in particular its core, the GFP. In this paradigm, subjects were asked to make saccades to 283 15 distinct spatial targets based on information provided by a human portrait presented to the observer. 284 Depending on the instruction, subjects either had to rely on the seen gaze direction to identify the 285 correct target (gaze following condition) or, alternatively, they had to use the color of the irises, 286 changing from trial to trial but always mapping to one of the targets, in order to make a saccade to 287 the target having the same color (color mapping condition). In other words, the only difference 288 between the two tasks was the information, subjects had to exploit in order to solve the task, while 289 the visual stimuli where the same.
290
This task is associated with higher BOLD activity in the GFP, a region, close to the pSTS, when 291 people perform gaze following compared to color mapping. The task is further associated with the 292 activation of regions in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) as well as the frontal cortex that take part in 293 controlling spatial attention and saccade generation 11,12 . Out of the 19 subjects of our study, 16 294 performed 6 runs (40 trials per run) and for reasons of time management during image acquisition, 295 one subject performed 5 runs and two subjects performed 4 runs.
296
Contextual gaze following task. An example of a trial is shown in Fig. 1 . Each trial consisted of 297 the following events in sequence. The trial started by or with the appearance of an avatar (size in 298 angular deg.) image in the center of the screen together with four arrays of drawn objects (houses 299 and hands, 3 objects per array). Subjects were asked to fixate on a red fixation dot (diameter) 300 between the portrait's eyes. After 5 seconds of baseline fixation, the portrait's gaze shifted towards 301 one specific target object. Simultaneously, an auditory contextual instruction either specified the 302 object class of the target (spoken words "hand" or "house") or was not informative ("none"). While 303 maintaining fixation, subjects needed to judge which object the target was (i.e. on which object the 304 face was most likely looking at). After 5 seconds delay, the fixation dot vanished, an event that 305 served as a go signal. Participants had 2 seconds to make a saccade to the chosen target object and 306 16 fixate it until a subsequent blank fixation screen was presented for 8 seconds. The subjects were 307 instructed to perform the task as accurate as possible. They were specifically instructed, when 308 unsure about the actual target, they should still rely on gaze and contextual information and choose 309 the target they believed the avatar to be looking at. precisely gaze at specific objects. More specifically, the program allows to place objects on a circle, 319 parallel to the coronal axis, anterior to the avatar face. For each stimulus, we placed 12 objects in 320 the surroundings of the avatar. The location of individual objects was fully determined by the 321 distance to the coronal plane at the level of the avatar´s nasion, the radius of the circle and the angle 322 of the object on that circle. By keeping the angle on the circle constant for sets of three objects, we 323 created four arrays at angles 120°, 150°, 210° and 240°. The individual locations of these objects 324 were specified by varying the distance and the circle radii based on trigonometric calculations. For 325 these calculations we assumed a right triangle from the avatar´s nasion with the hypotenuse 326 pointing towards the object, an adjacent leg (length corresponded to the distance of the circle) 327 proceeding orthogonal to the coronal plane, and an opposite leg which corresponded to the radius.
328
By keeping tan fixed to 0.268, we varied the distances and circle radii. For the 120° and 240° 329 arrays, the circle radii were 335, 480, 580 and the distances were 90, 129 and 151 virtual mm. For 330 the 150° and 210° arrays, the radii were 380, 510 and 590 and the distances were 102, 137 and 158 331 virtual mm. The reason for the difference of radii and distances between 120°/240° and 150°/210° 332 arrays was that this allowed to exploit the total width of the screen. This procedure guaranteed that 333 the angle of the gaze vector to all objects on an array was almost identical. This makes it relevant 334 to take contextual information into account in order to choose the true target.
335
The objects were drawings of the two categories houses and hands, downloaded from freely 336 available online sources (http://www.allvectors.com/house-vector/, https://www.freepik.com/free-337 vector/hand-drawn-hands_812824.htm#term=hands&page=1&%20position=37). The target objects 338 were arranged in four radial directions (three objects in each direction) with the avatar eyes as the 339 origin; in other words, the avatar's gaze always hit one out of three objects along the gaze vector 340 though participants were not able to tell which of the three it was. On each array, either 2 hands 341 and one house or one hand and two houses were present. Further, we fixed the number of hands 342 and houses per hemifield to three. The relative order of the objects was pseudo-randomized from 343 trial to trial.
344
During a trial the participant observed the avatar making a saccade in one of the four directions 345 while simultaneously hearing a verbal instruction providing the additional information by either 346 specifying the target type ("house" or "hand") or being uninformative in that respect ("none") (cf. 347 Fig. 1 for an illustration). In connection with the set of targets specified by the gaze cue the verbal 348 instruction created different levels of ambiguity: unambiguous (only one of the verbally specified 349 types was in the set), ambiguous-informative (two of the types were in the set) and ambiguous-350 uninformative (verbal instruction was uninformative, i.e. three possible targets). We created a pool 351 stimulus sets which satisfied three constraints: There was an equal number of trials in which a) the 352 targets were hands or houses, b) targets were presented with an unambiguous, ambiguous-353 informative and ambiguous-uninformative instruction, and c) the spatial position (one out of twelve 354 potential positions) of targets was matched. This led to 2 × 3 × 12 = 72 stimuli sets. We exposed 355 every subject to 180 trials in which each stimulus set was shown twice and for the residual 36 trials, 356 stimuli were drawn from pseudo-randomly from the stimulus pool so that the three criteria above 357 were met. and SDs. Note, that we used these valid trials only for the behavioral analysis but used all trials of 384 the participants for the fMRI analysis, assuming that eye tracking measurement noise was 385 independent of the performance of the subjects. 386 387 fMRI acquisition and preprocessing. 388 We acquired MR images using a 3T scanner (Siemens Magnetom Prisma, Erlangen, Germany) 405 We estimated a generalized linear model (GLM) to identify ROIs of single subjects. On these 406 regions, we performed time course analyses to investigate event-related BOLD signal changes. In 407 a first-level analysis, we constructed GLMs for the localizer task (GLMloc) and the contextual gaze 408 following task (GLMcgf). The GLMloc included predictors at the onsets of directional cues and of 409 the baseline fixation phase. The GLMcgf had predictors at the onset of the contextual instruction.
410
These event specific predictors of both GLMs used the canonical hemodynamic response function 411 of SPM to model the data. We corrected for head motion artifacts by the estimation of six 412 movement parameters with the data of the realignment preprocessing step. Low-frequency drifts 413 were filtered using a high-pass filter (cutoff at 1/128 Hz). 416 Before collecting the data, we specified the expected locations of two brain areas, hLIP and GFP 417 from fMRI literature. We resorted to the hLIP coordinates of the human homologue of monkey 418 area LIP which had been identified in humans who performed a delayed saccade task 13 . We 419 transformed the coordinates into MNI space, using an online transformation method of Lacadie 
GFP and hLIP localizer
428
We used a similar procedure for the GFP but with different expected coordinates, a different 429 contrast of the (GLMloc gaze following vs. color mapping) and the additional constraint that the 430 cluster of significant activity had to be at least partially located within 10 mm distance around the 431 pSTS standard coordinates. This contrast has been associated to the calculation of the gaze vector 432 direction (for more details see Marquardt et al., 2017) . We localized pSTSright in nine individual 433 subjects (mean distance = 6.6 mm, s.d. = 3.1 mm) and pSTSleft in six subjects (mean distance = 7.7 434 mm; s.d. = 1.4 mm). For those subjects and hemispheres where we did not identify pSTS, we 435 reasoned that signal contrast was not high enough and therefore placed a sphere (radius 10 mm) at 436 the coordinates obtained from a second level analysis.
438
Contextual gaze following analysis 439 We performed an exploratory whole-brain analysis on the data from the contextual gaze following 440 task. We contrasted ambiguous conditions with the unambiguous condition at the group level 441 (significance threshold p < 0.001, cluster size >=6 voxel) as well as at the single subject level 442 (significance threshold p < .05, cluster size ≥ 6 voxel). For the single subject analysis, we searched 443 for ROIs that minimized the distance to the group level coordinates. At the identified individual 444 locations (15 subjects) we placed spheres of 5 mm radius. Again, we used 10 mm spheres at the 445 group level coordinates for those four subjects for whom we had not identified the ROI in the first 446 level analysis. conditions, respectively, and produced 10,000 random splits for each pool. By computing the 455 differences between the means of these splits, we obtained a distribution of differences under the 456 null hypothesis. Calculating the fraction of values more extreme than the actual difference between 457 means allowed us to obtain a p-value for each time bin. To account for the multiple comparison Localizer experiment 586 As a localizer task we used a cued saccade task, also denoted as a gaze following vs. color mapping 587 task 11 . During a baseline fixation phase, subjects had to fixate on a red dot between the eyes of a 588 photography of a face gazing straight ahead. Below the stimulus face, five colored and horizontally 589 arranged rectangles were presented as gaze targets. After five seconds of baseline fixation, the 590 portrait´s eye-gaze shifted towards one of the targets and, simultaneously, its eye color (i.e. the 591 color of the irises) changed to match the color of one of the rectangles. After one second, the red 592 dot disappeared (go signal) and the subjects had to shift their own gaze towards to the correct target 593 and fixate it. There were two different experimental conditions: (1) in gaze following trials, the 594 correct target was determined by the eye-gaze direction of the stimulus face, (2) in color mapping 595 trials, the correct target had the same color as the stimulus irises. The task was performed in several 596 runs, each consisting of four blocks (2 gaze following, 2 color mapping). Each block started with 597 the task instruction as a seven seconds lasting window containing the written words "gaze 598 following" or "color mapping", followed by 10 corresponding trials. Task instruction alternated 599 between blocks. Target objects were counter-balanced such that each rectangle was the target 600 object twice during a block and target order was pseudorandomized. 
